Key Performance Indicator of Building Maintenance and Its Effect on the Building Life Cycle

Building maintenance is considered as one of the national agenda. Multitude barriers received by the services providers have undergone various difficulties in satisfying public interest have been progressively resolved as a sign towards becoming a more developed country. In real practice, building maintenance is the thing which we mostly tolerate. If the building is able to weather the elements, we may with delay taking action on it. Most buildings are always treated with ‘ad-hoc’ maintenance. In some instances, the building disrepair will wait until complaints are made before any repair work is done. It shows that the situation is not considered critical as it may. Maintenance is still being practiced in improper procedure by the maintenance managers which subsequently caused bad impacts to the facilities and the services provided. It can be seen that the managers prefer carrying out reactive maintenance works rather than proactive works and at times do not consider the clients satisfaction and also the performance of services. This paper will focus on some important elements of building maintenance and its relation to building performance holistically.
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1. Introduction

There is an increasing concern that the maintenance management has been unprofessionally applied by the maintenance managers and no research has so far outlined the critical factors and deliberation on such improper practices. Readiness towards providing the best building operation is one of the ultimate aims of a maintenance manager. A maintenance manager should instill full responsibility and plan all work beforehand as it will enhance the capability and competency in solving problems. By knowing what, when and how to respond to the relevant issues,
it will prepare the building to be more reliable for the customer and keep the building status in good condition [1].

An excellent practice of maintenance management is greatly needed to increase the life cycle of the property and to minimize unexpected breakdowns or deterioration effects. In this respect, the modern maintenance manager will have to rely as much as possible on knowledge of the managerial and social sciences as on the traditional knowledge of building construction and deterioration. Improper conduct and application of maintenance management procedure and systems may result in deteriorating the property itself. Therefore, the performance of the maintenance management operations have to be continuously reviewed and analyzed in order to ascertain a high quality service [2]. A building services and facilities require maintenance to ensure its optimal performance over its life cycle. Figure 1 shows the life cycle stages of building.

![Figure 1. Life cycle stages of building](image)

In concept of maintenance, which it defined as an action that prevent or restore a condition to its original condition. British Standard [4] defined maintenance as “the combination of all technical and administrative action intended to retain an item in, or restore it to a state in which it can perform its required function”. Maintenance has been defined differently by authors. Maintenance is defined as the
mean of processes, activities, procedures and services applied to a building. It is undertaken in order to preserve, repair, enhance and care the building fabric and facilities at all time. While carrying out maintenance, the strategy must take into account current advancement in building regulations, standards and technologies [3]. Figure 2 demonstrates the impacts incurred by a building throughout its life cycle.
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**Figure 2.** Impacts incurred by a building throughout its life cycle

All activities of the management that determine the maintenance objectives, strategies, and responsibilities, and implement them by means, such as maintenance planning, maintenance control and supervision, improvement of methods in the organization, including economical, environmental, and safety aspects [4]. Maintenance management involves managing the functions of maintenance. Maintaining equipment in the field has been a challenging task since the beginning of industrial revolution. Since then, a significant of progress has been made to maintain equipment effectively in the field. As the engineering equipment becomes sophisticated and expensive to produce and maintain, maintenance management has to face even more challenging situations to maintain effectively such equipments in industrial environment. Maintenance management includes maintenance strategies, functions of maintenance department, maintenance organization and elements of maintenance management [5].

### 2. Maintenance Strategies and Organization

A maintenance strategy means a scheme for maintenance, i.e. an elaborate and systematic plan of maintenance action. The equipment under breakdown maintenance is allowed to run until it breaks down and then repairing it and put-
ting back to operation. This strategy is suitable for equipments that are not critical and have spare capacity or redundancy available. In preventive or scheduled maintenance, maintenance actions such as inspection, lubrication, cleaning, adjustment and replacement are undertaken at fixed intervals of numbers of hours [6].

An effective Preventive Maintenance program does help in avoidance of accidents. Condition monitoring detects and diagnoses faults and it helps in planned maintenance based on equipment condition. This condition based maintenance strategy or predictive maintenance is preferred for critical systems and for such systems breakdown maintenance is to be avoided. A number of condition monitoring techniques such as vibration, temperature, oil analysis, etc. have been developed, which guide the users in planned maintenance [7].

In design out maintenance, the aim is to minimize the effect of failures and in fact eliminates the cause of maintenance. Although it is an engineering design problem, yet it is often a responsibility of maintenance department. This is opted for items of high maintenance cost that are due to poor maintenance, poor design or poor design outside design specifications. It may be mentioned that a best maintenance strategy for each item should be selected by considering its maintenance characteristics, cost and safety.

In addition to the above, new strategies concepts such as Proactive Maintenance, Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM), Total Productive Maintenance (TPM), etc. have recently been evolved to look it from different perspectives and this has helped in developing effective maintenance. In proactive maintenance, the aim is identify what can go wrong, i.e. by monitoring of parameters that can cause failures. In Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM), the type of maintenance is chosen with reliability of the system in consideration, i.e. system functions, failures relating to those functions and effects of the dominant functional system failures. The aim is to have overall effectiveness of the equipment with participation of all concerned using productive maintenance system.

It concerns in achieving an optimum balance between plant availability and maintenance resource utilization. The two organization structures that are common are: Centralized and Decentralized. A decentralized structure would probably experience a lower utilization than centralized one but would be able to respond quickly to breakdowns and would achieve higher plant availability. In practice, one may have a mix of these two. A maintenance organization can be considered as being made up three necessary and interdependent components:

- **Resources:** men, spares and tools
- **Administration:** a hierarchy of authority and responsibility for deciding what, when and how work should be carried out.
- **Work Planning and Control System:** a mechanism for planning and scheduling the work and feeding back the information that is needed for correctly directing the maintenance effort towards defined objective.

It may be mentioned that maintenance or production system is a continuously evolving in which the maintenance organization will need continuous modifications
in response to changing requirements. Moreover, it is required to match the resources to workload. Maintenance activities – be it preventive or condition monitoring, involve use of resources—men and materials including documents. This requires coordination amongst the involved personnel so that these are timely undertaken. Work planning and control system under maintenance management in the plant ensures this and provides planning and control of activities associated with maintenance. This means application of general management principles of planning, organizing, directing and controlling to the maintenance functions, e.g. to the establishment of procedures for development of maintenance strategy and to models for describing the flow of work through maintenance work planning department. Figure 3 visualizes an example of Building Information Management Formwork which is implemented as one of the strategies to smoothening the building maintenance aspects throughout the building life cycle.

![Building Information Management Formwork (BIMF)](image)

**Figure 3.** Building Information Management Formwork (BIMF)

### 3. Building Maintenance Performance

Maintenance performance indicators are utilized to evaluate the effectiveness of maintenance carried out. Maintenance performance indicators could be used for financial reports, for monitoring the performance of employees, customer satisfaction, the health safety environment rating and overall equipment effectiveness as
well as many other applications. If maintenance performance indicators are identified properly then maintenance performance can provide or identify resource allocation and control, problem areas, the maintenance contribution, benchmarking, personnel performance and the contribution to maintenance and overall business objectives [8].

Service quality framework differently proposes three different aspects on the property quality and also image aspect also from property quality. The indicator for performance comprises of the performance of aspects which are related to equipment task, cost, immediate customer impact and also learning and growth [9].

The dimensions or parameters set the limit of scope that to be measured in maintenance management system, for instance has used the building evaluation concept in her post-occupation to public office buildings in Malaysia which focuses on the building elements, building services and also noise pollution and vibration [9]. Figure 4 shows effect of adequate and timely maintenance and repairs on the service life chart.

Figure 4. Effect of adequate and timely maintenance and repairs on the service life chart

A more detailed list of dimensions on building maintenance management aspect that are significant for the performance measurement which encompasses a wide range of services as mechanical and electrical, fire fighting system, cleaning and housekeeping, civil and structural monitoring, security and safety management, parking system, landscaping and ground care services, environment and air quality control, energy and utilities computerized maintenance management system, vertical transportation and building maintenance [10].

As for the property quality on functional aspect, he outlines cleanliness, building services, signage, security and parking as the dimensions to be assessed while for the image aspect the building aesthetic aspect of property quality is delineated. Timeless and reliability are two important factors that must be considered in
measuring the performance of service quality [11]. It should be pointed out that over 30 years, the cost of operation and maintenance for buildings is more than the initial construction cost; how much more depends on the building type and location as been shown in Figure 5.

![Cost of operation vs maintenance cost for buildings](image)

**Figure 5.** Cost of operation vs maintenance cost for buildings

### 4. Building Maintenance Practices Performance in Office Building

Government office building has a variety of facilities available to government employees where they are an end customer as well as the public who deal in government offices. Through building maintenance management undertaking maintenance of government office buildings so that they can function as usual and end users who use the facility or office space in government buildings will always be in a conducive environment in their daily activities.

Therefore, government facilities and office space needs to be maintained in good condition at all times and enhanced customer satisfaction. It is an important asset for all businesses and organizations. This applies to all organizations including buildings.

There are certain goals common to most building maintenance organizations and this evidence suggests a need for a balanced scorecard approach, which adequately reflects the characteristics, goals and critical success factors of the building maintenance organizations. In providing an effective service is the vision and objectives of the organization to carry out the maintenance works combined with value for money, to respond quickly to changes in customer needs, to achieve continued improvement services, to develop the skills of all staff and ultimately to recognize their performance means opportunities for advancement. An effective and useful critical success factor for use by building maintenance organizations has to reflect aims [12].
It is the main point for identifying customer satisfaction, service quality, customer complaints, and the range of services offered in response to customer needs in carrying out its maintenance building. Among all the factors, satisfaction is the main thing. "The customer is always right" is a common phrase that translates in customer complaints made to the maintenance management. Thus, responding to complaints is very subjective depending on how the delivery quality and the services have been performed. But there are some constraints on this situation to provide an effective service. This happens where we can not satisfy everyone in all aspects but try to keep it at maximum.

The growth of facilities management in Malaysia is very slow and the field is still in its infancy. The definition of facilities management is poorly understood and here it is not being practiced in an appropriate way. The automated computerized system as an integrated approach, is the closest examples to the adoption if facilities management. The traditional management methods are dominantly applied compared to integrated facilities management system although the new approach has proven to be positive in strategic operations. Maintenance practices were not guided and most often its importance is neglected in business strategies. The non-existence of a specific organization to provide guidelines and control on the quality level as well as to assess the performance of facilities management practice is one reason why evaluation is difficult [13].

Having an effective management process in a building or an infrastructure is a key factor to maintaining the performance right through its service life [14]. It is a well-known fact that whole life cost can be significantly lower if the management process is efficient. 32 per cent of cost could be saved with an increased level of maintenance activity programs compared with a minimum level of maintenance activity programs based on a water distribution network project of over 50 years in operation [15].

The frequency of inspections may be clearly prescribed. For example, in the case of different type of mechanical equipments, some items of machinery may require difference process of inspections from the others. Therefore, there will be a number of different in sections required at a variety of intervals for different components.

Repair and replacement decisions tend to divide into two categories. First, there are replacement decisions based on the known cost of continuing to repair an item. The problem is to determine when the time for replacement has come, or better still, to predict when it will occur. For simple items, the decision may be an easy one, requiring the inspector to judge against a simple criterion.

There is a lot of work required to set up a successful maintenance management system. However, once it is in place, most of the data is an addition or deletion to the inventory or when cost increases and estimates need to be corrected. There is numerous computerized maintenance management system of on-reserve assets [15].
The maintenance supervisor or manager must also monitor the work progress daily, weekly or monthly depending on the nature of the situation and the potential impact of a service breakdown to the community. Any significant variance in labor hours, work order costs or total maintenance cost for a particular asset should be identified through exception reporting. The supervisor should determine the cause of the variance and, where possible, develop alternative solutions or actions to reduce time and costs. Taking these steps as will help improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the maintenance program [15].

5. Conclusions

Maintenance management in private and public sectors has been rapidly changing throughout the years. This is due to several factors such as enhancement of sophisticated technology, globalization and change of economy are some of the main causes. Despite the realization of the importance of the management and maintenance of the buildings and facilities, it has not been emphasized clearly and systematically, which results in over budget costing for maintenance and remedial works.

Good practice of maintenance management is greatly needed to increase the life cycle of the property and to minimize unexpected breakdowns or deterioration effects. In this respect, the modern maintenance manager will have to rely as much as possible on knowledge of the managerial and social sciences as on the traditional knowledge of building construction and deterioration. Improper conduct and application of maintenance management procedure and systems may result in deteriorating the property itself.

Therefore, the performance of the maintenance management operations have to be continuously reviewed and analyzed in order to ascertain a high quality service. An excellent practice of maintenance management is greatly needed to increase the life cycle of the property and to minimize unexpected breakdowns or deterioration effects. While carrying out maintenance, the strategy must take into account current advancement in building regulations, standards and technologies.
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